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Question
What is the evidence on epidemiology (including demographic and geographic inequalities) and disease control challenges of malaria, HIV and TB in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC); and on the effectiveness of interventions aimed at preventing, detecting and treating these diseases in DRC?
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1. Summary

Malaria, human immune deficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis (TB) are leading causes of death and public health threat to millions in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The DRC is the second most malaria affected sub-Saharan African country after Nigeria, with malaria being the leading cause of death in children under 5 years (Lechthaler et al., 2019). The HIV prevalence in the country in the adult population stands at 1%, with extensive variations by region (UNAIDS, 2021c). The DRC is considered a high burden country for TB and HIV infection (Linguissi et al., 2017). This rapid review emphasizes significant elements of the epidemiology of malaria, HIV, and TB in DRC, as well as limitations in prevention, detection, and treatment, and examines a few interventions that aim to address these limitations. Evidence utilised is a mixture of the most recent grey literature NGO (programme reports and related documents) literature supplemented by peer reviewed academic literature from the past five years and national survey data when available. Although the clinical disease aspects of malaria, HIV and TB are well-researched there is less research available on socio-demographic variation, disease control challenges and interventions targeting these in the DRC.

Part I: Epidemiology

Demographic variation: The epidemiological profiles of malaria, HIV and TB are closely related to socioeconomic and sociocultural factors in DRC, with the poor disproportionately impacted largely due to limited access to appropriate care (Ma et al., 2017; Otuli Noël et al., 2020; WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). Increasing age, female sex, increasing education and increasing wealth have been identified as individual protective factors against malaria infection (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020; Emina et al., 2021). HIV prevalence is seen at higher rates in women, with twice as many young women aged 15-24 years infected (0.4%) as young men of the same age (0.2%) (UNAIDS, 2020). Female sex workers, a key population in the DRC, recorded an HIV prevalence rate eight times the national rate (8.2%), with the majority of cases in those aged 25-34 years old (Kakisingi et al., 2020). The prevalence of TB in DRC is 11% among children aged 0-14 years (CDC, 2021a).

Geographic variation: Research on public health risks of humanitarian crises in DRC highlights that investment policies and provision of public services have been focused more in the south-west regions such as Kinshasa and Lingwala and less in the south and north regions of Kivu where the war is still ongoing (Mitchell et al., 2022; Tworek, 2018; WHO, 2018a). Studies reveal that the malaria prevalence estimates by province ranged from 6.7% in North-Kivu to 58.3% in Bas-Uele (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020). The prevalence of congenital malaria in Kisangani was 13.98% contributing to low birth weight of new-borns and perinatal mortality (Otuli Noël et al., 2020). In the case of HIV the opposite pattern is generally seen, with higher prevalence in urban centres; Kinshasa, the capital city of DRC, accounted for an estimated 11%. In Eastern DRC where war is ongoing since 1996, the prevalence of TB/HIV coinfection was estimated to be 8.3% (Baduru et al., 2018; Pour et al., 2020).

Part II: Disease control challenges

Sectoral challenges – health systems and capacity: There is acknowledgement that institutional, organisational and managerial capacity needs to be built to strengthen the management of the malaria programme in the DRC (U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative Democratic Republic of the Congo Malaria Operational Plan FY 2022, 2022). The National TB
Control Program (NTCP) of the DRC faces significant operational, resource and structural challenges. These challenges include limited staffing, limited TB diagnostic methods, crowded facilities and poor infrastructure and resources (Linguissi et al., 2017). The distance between health facilities and communities remains a major challenge, particularly for people in poor communities who cannot afford transportation and for those who can, the consultation fee remains a burden. Reducing economic barriers, such as through a referral voucher that allows for reduced-cost consultations, can be critical in improving access to health services, particularly for people who are experiencing extreme poverty (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). Poor infrastructure, such as inadequate roads and a lack of electricity and water at many health facilities, makes it more difficult to access healthcare services in general (PEPFAR, 2017).

**Vertical care challenges:** The number of people who are diagnosed with TB is extremely low in DRC, especially among children and people living with HIV (PLHIV). In 2018, it was estimated that 56% of TB cases went undiagnosed and untreated; TB case detection has been stagnant for more than 10 years in DRC (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). TB is the fourth leading cause of death in the DRC, with the highest mortality rate of 47.73% among HIV-infected children compared to 17.02% among HIV-uninfected children (Mukuku et al., 2019). There is a critical need to conduct thorough TB screening among PLHIV (CDC, 2021a).

**Surveillance challenges:** It is challenging to control epidemics if a large percentage of those infected remain undiagnosed and untreated (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). While surveillance systems are in place for Ebola there is limited evidence of a national level surveillance efforts for HIV, TB or malaria outside of partner funded or supported activities such as the DHS.

**Informational challenges and stigma:** The level of information regarding malaria, HIV and TB modes of transmission, prevention and treatment still remain low in DRC. The lack of knowledge about TB in the general population and high-risk groups is a major health information challenge to TB control efforts (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). Additionally, stigma due to HIV persists in the DRC and many people still believe that HIV and TB infection is associated with the occult (Carlos et al., 2015; WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). Additionally, inadequate knowledge of vertical transmission and underutilization of maternal and child health services contribute to an increase in the incidence of paediatric HIV among antenatal women (Whembolua et al., 2019). Current socio-cultural norms continue to associate HIV disease with negative moral connotations, resulting in stigma and discrimination and lower health care seeking behaviour (The Global Fund, 2018).

**Emerging threats to disease management:** Increased evidence of malaria vector mosquitoes exhibiting resistance to pyrethroid-based insecticides, the primary insecticides utilized in bed nets and spraying, present a threat to current malaria control strategies (U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative Democratic Republic of the Congo Malaria Operational Plan FY 2022, 2022; Wat’senga et al., 2018). Across the DRC mosquito populations vary widely and have different feeding behaviours, biting rates, and vectorial capacity and sensitivity, which influence country transmission dynamics and control strategies, however these are difficult to track without accurate entomological surveying (Janko et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 2022; Swana et al., 2018). Additionally, there are growing concerns with regard to drug resistance across all three diseases, which is becoming increasing prevalent in low-middle income countries (Falzon et al., 2015; Hamers et al., 2018; WHO, n.d.). Suboptimal treatment of diseases has left gaps open for
Part III: Interventions

Enabling environment: The DRC through the “Programme National de Lutte contre le Paludisme (PNLP)”, has elaborated a strategic plan 2016-2020 as a major intervention plan to contribute effectively to the reduction of morbidity and mortality to malaria in the general population (Programme National de Lutte contre le paludisme, 2017). In DRC, three key partners lead the HIV epidemic response; the government of the Democratic Republic of Congo (GDRC), the Global Fund (GF) and the US President Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). More specifically, PEPFAR efforts are concentrated in three Provincial Health Divisions (PHDs): Kinshasa, Haut-Katanga, and Lualaba.

Integrated care: There has been emphases on aligning HIV and TB programmes for effectiveness, however, there are persistent financial and operational challenges that need to be effectively addressed to improve patient care and outcomes (Linguissi et al., 2017). The most evidence of integrative care can be seen in the space of malaria and ANC (Becker-Dreps et al., 2009; Brooks et al., 2017), although generally on a study level as opposed to national level.

Surveillance: PEPFAR is re-enforcing an index testing program particularly for men to ensure sexual contact partners of newly diagnosed women are tested by offering the full menu of partner notification services at facility and community level (PEPFAR, 2020). Efforts are also made by PEPFAR to maintain high rates of HIV testing among all presumptive and diagnosed TB patients both at health centers and community level (PEPFAR, 2020). WHO has established contact tracing for the improvement of TB prevention and control for affected households by identifying people with TB, especially in children and PLHIV. A targeted strategy was implemented in collaboration with the health centres (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021).

Education and communication: The International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union) implemented the Challenge TB project, funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), from April 2015 to March 2019, in collaboration with local community organizations, to increase TB awareness, detection and improve TB services at the community level. The Union supported the nongovernmental organization Fondation Femme Plus (FFP) for implementation in 12 health zones in two provinces, Maniema and Kasa-Central (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021).

2. Epidemiology

Incidence of disease

Malaria: Malaria is endemic country-wide in the DRC, and it is the leading cause of death, particularly among children under the age of five. Globally, between 2000 and 2019, the number of cases per 1000 people at risk dropped from 368 to 222; mortality rates dropped from 30 to 13 per 100 000 people at risk; and overall malaria deaths dropped from 896,000 to 558,000. (WHO, 2021c). However, data indicates global increases in malaria mortality rates and deaths for 2020, with an estimated 68% of the estimated additional deaths due to service disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic (WHO, 2021c – see Figure 1). Among the four countries accounting for
just over half of all malaria deaths globally, in 2020, DRC had the second highest mortality at 13% compared to 32% in Nigeria (WHO, 2021c). The burden of malaria in the DRC is one of the highest in the world, it had the second highest number of malaria case in the WHO Africa Region, with an estimated 29 million (22.6 million confirmed) cases in 2021 accounting for 12% of cases worldwide and 18,600 deaths (WHO, 2021c).

The incidence of malaria in DRC in children that are under-five years was 25% accounting for an estimated 11% of the global malaria burden, 40% of outpatient visits, 38% of overall morbidity and 40% of overall mortality (Emina et al., 2021; Lechthaler et al., 2019; WHO, 2020). The 2017-18 Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) showed malaria parasite prevalence in children 6-59 months to be 38% for Rapid Diagnostic Tests (RDTs) and 31% for microscopy tests, an increase of 7% and 8%, respectively from the most recent 2013-2014 Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) data (UNICEF, 2018).

**Figure 1. Estimated malaria cases and deaths in the DRC, 2010-2020**

**HIV:** HIV remains across the DRC with an estimated prevalence around 0.7% for adults aged 15-49 years old, with the highest prevalence recorded among women aged 15-49 years (1.1%) compared to men of the same age (0.4%). A recent study reported the prevalence of HIV as high as 11% in Kinshasa with the highest prevalence recorded among women aged 45-54 years (Pour et al., 2020). There are an estimated half a million people living with HIV in the DRC, of which only approximately 75% know their status (UNAIDS, 2020). Only 57% of HIV infected persons are on treatment (ONUSIDA, 2021).

Until recent the number of new HIV infections and AIDS-related deaths has been with reductions of 32% and 52%, respectively, between 2010 and 2016 (Programme National Multisectoriel de Lutte contre le Sida (PNMLS), 2017; The Global Fund, 2018). However, the COVID-19 pandemic has placed extra stress on the health system and about 123,000 to 293,000 new HIV infections
are expected between 2022 and 2023, as well as 69,000 to 148,000 additional AIDS related deaths within the same period (UNAIDS, 2021c). Antiretroviral coverage stands at 72% and 52% among men and women respectively.

The prevalence of HIV infection among under five years children was 20.95%, which contributes to a 30% increase in mortality for these children (Mukuku et al., 2019). The DRC has a mother-to-child transmission (MTCT) rate of 29% and it is among the 19 countries targeted by the UNAIDS Global Plan to eliminate MTCT of HIV (Whembolua et al., 2019). Unfortunately, treatment coverage and prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) remains suboptimal with only 39% of eligible women receiving antiretroviral therapy (ART) for PMTCT in 2020 (UNAIDS, 2020; Whembolua et al., 2019). This treatment coverage has only increased 6% since 2013, contributing to an estimated additional 7,400 new paediatric cases of HIV (UNAIDS, 2020; Whembolua et al., 2019).

**TB**: The incidence of TB in DRC is on the rise with 319 cases per 100,000 population (WHO, 2021b). According to a recent report by WHO and CDC, the estimated TB mortality rate is 60 per 100,000 population. The prevalence of TB in DRC is 11% among children aged 0-14 years and the detection rate in children from birth to five years, living in the same household as a parent with TB is very low (CDC, 2021a). Even with the increasing incidence trend the total number of TB deaths between 2015 and 2020 has decreased by 25% (WHO, 2021b).

**Figure 2. Total TB incidence in the DRC, 2000-2020**

![Total TB incidence graph](source: WHO estimates, Global Tuberculosis Report 2021 reproduced under CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO)
**Malaria/HIV:** The incidence of malaria in the DRC remains very high and is of public health concern. Due to the high incidence of both malaria and HIV infections, co-infection with malaria/HIV is likely to occur (Mahittikorn et al., 2021). Malaria/HIV co-infection have been linked to negative outcomes in pregnant women and their babies. Adults who are HIV-positive have a higher risk of developing severe malaria and nearly all malaria/HIV co-infected patients develop anaemia (Mahittikorn et al., 2021). A 2020 study reported an 88.9% prevalence of malaria in children under five years and malaria/HIV co-infection accounted for 29.2% of those. In children aged greater than 12 months, HIV prevalence was reported to be 29.3%, 6.8% had undernutrition and HIV and 4.3% had undernutrition, HIV and malaria (Jacques et al., 2020). The overall mortality rate was 18.4%, which was reported to be higher in children with malaria/HIV co-infection at 39.6%. A recent study reported the pooled prevalence of severe malaria in patients with Plasmodium spp. and HIV co-infection to be 42.0% (Mahittikorn et al., 2021).

**TB/HIV:** Despite some progress, TB remains the number-one killer of people living with HIV in the DRC (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). There has been a shift in the percent of TB patients with known HIV status from approximately 50% in 2015 to 75% in 2020 (WHO, 2021b). WHO estimates indicate that 12% of TB positive people were living with HIV in 2018 and 40% of people living with HIV were receiving TB treatment in 2017, up from 22% in 2015 (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). 88% of HIV-positive TB patients are on ART (WHO, 2021b).

A study in DRC was conducted across 241 clinics to analyse variation in TB/HIV co-infection and risks of negative outcomes among patients with TB/HIV co-infection compared to those without coinfection. It was shown that the proportions of patients with TB/HIV co-infection were 4.5% in men and 3.3% in women; TB/HIV co-infection increased the risk of death and loss to follow up treatment and TB/HIV co-infection decreased the odds of viral load suppression (Shah et al., 2021). In another study data of 1368 patients were noted from three TB Health Centers for Diagnosis and treatment (HCDT) in Lubumbashi health zone and among them 334 cases of TB/HIV co-infections were recorded and the man/women sex ratio was 1.70. In this study, 51 cases of deaths were recorded among which 23 (45.10%) were HIV-positive while 28 (54.90%) were HIV-negative (Wa Ilunga et al., 2018). In Butembo town, the prevalence of TB/HIV co-infection was reported to be 18.3%, with female patients at highest risk of developing TB/HIV coinfection in this context (Baduru et al., 2018). Data on co-infection in children and adolescents is sparse and their knowledge of their own status and adherence to treatment is at the mercy of their caregivers (Shah et al., 2021).
Demographic variation

Socioeconomic status

In the DRC, despite its vast land and abundant natural resources, 63% of the population remains impoverished, and economic inequality among the population is widening (JICA, 2017). Malaria and poverty have a strong ecological link that makes them mutually amplifying. Due to limited access to health care, the poor suffer disproportionately more from malaria-related morbidity and mortality than the general population (Ma et al., 2017).

Protective/Risk factors: The prevalence of malaria in children of mothers with no education, primary school, and beyond primary was 30%, 17%, and 15%, respectively (Ma et al., 2017). Wealthier households have significantly lower odds of malaria, potentially owing to the construction of their houses (Carrel et al., 2021). Additionally, larger household size and absence of periodic WASH interventions coupled with inappropriate water sources were associated with an increase in malaria prevalence (Carrel et al., 2021; Ngatu et al., 2019).

Some similar associations have been noted for HIV, with those presenting as HIV-positive to be more likely to have a low-socioeconomic status, no education, and misinformation about HIV transmission (e.g. it is transmitted by sorcery) in one study (Carlos et al., 2015). However, data from the two most recent DHS surveys, 2007 and 2013-2014 negates this. Data from the 2007 DHS originally showed the highest HIV prevalence in women with higher than secondary education (3.2%), whereas for men the highest prevalence was seen in those with secondary
education (1.2%) (DHS, 2008). Though by the 2013-2014 DHS survey this trend was no longer visible with prevalence fairly evenly distributed across education levels (DHS, 2014). Again, unlike in malaria, among women, HIV prevalence tends to increase with increasing household wealth, but stays fairly stable regardless of household wealth for men (DHS, 2014).

No data focused on the DRC could be found with regard to protective/risk factors related to TB.

**Age-based variation**

With regard to age, there is increasingly conflicting evidence on where the highest burden of malaria disease is concentrated. Historically it has been assumed that children under 5 carry a disproportionate burden of malaria in the DRC, with 40% of deaths attributed to malaria (Brooks et al., 2017; Dolan et al., 2019). One study on malaria infection among children in DRC found that children under five years are more likely to develop malaria infection with increased infection observed among children sleeping in the same bedroom (Ma et al., 2017). However, there is evidence that older children and adolescents may bear the highest burden, also including asymptomatic diseases. Reanalysis of PCR data from the 2013-2014 DHS and additional data from an on-going longitudinal study showed that adolescents aged 10 to 14 years old had the highest malaria prevalence followed by 5 to 9 year old children (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2021). Similarly, other research has demonstrated an increase in malaria prevalence between the ages of 5 to 15 years old, potentially owing to a decrease in use of bed nets and increased time outside in the evenings (Carrel et al., 2021; Mwandagalirwa et al., 2017).

In a 2014 study, children account for just under 10% of overall TB incidence with the majority of cases seen in adults age 15-44 years old (Loukia et al., 2016). Data for 2020 echoes this with approximately 13% of TB incidence in children 0-14 years old (WHO, 2021b). For HIV, the infection rate increases with age, regardless of gender (DHS, 2014). The prevalence of HIV infection among under five years children was 20.95% with the highest mortality rate observed in HIV-infected children (47.73%) compared to HIV-uninfected children (17.02%) (Mukuku et al., 2019).

Co-infection and age have also shown an interaction. The mortality rate increases among children co-infected with malaria/HIV (39.6%) compared to children only infected by HIV (12.2%); and 29% of children with a high parasite load have malaria/HIV coinfection (Jacques et al., 2020).

**Gender and key populations**

Adolescent girls and young women face legal and sociocultural limitations to HIV services, including a law that sets the legal capacity age at 18 years old, which includes independent access to HIV and other sexual and reproductive health services. As a result, those who are sexually active face significant stigma from health care providers, as well as occasional refusals to provide needed services (The Global Fund, 2018). Many children under 18 will avoid going to health facilities if parental consent is required rather than share confidential information about their sexual health needs with their parents. Survivors of sexual and gender-based violence, particularly those who are HIV-positive, face high levels of stigma and shame within their families and communities, which has a negative impact on service uptake and retention for those in need of ART (The Global Fund, 2018).
In 2016, there were 381,187 HIV-positive people in the country, with 224,673 (59%) of them being women (The Global Fund, 2018). By the end of 2021, the pandemic and the impact of anti-coronavirus measures are expected to have pushed 47 million girls and women globally into extreme poverty. Making HIV-positive young women even more vulnerable, disrupting vital sexual and reproductive health services, increasing domestic violence and undoing more than a decade of progress in the fight against HIV and TB (The Global Fund, 2021; Cordaid, 2020).

**Key populations:** Key populations (KP) in the DRC include: PLHIV, men who have sex with men (MSM), transgender, female sex workers (FSWs), people who inject drugs (PWID) and prison inmates (The Global Fund, 2018). These populations were selected on the basis of The Global Fund criteria; the populations that the DRC defines as key and vulnerable populations within its national strategic frameworks for the multi-sectoral HIV and TB responses; and the guidance of the DRC Country Coordinating Mechanism (CCM). Although there is insufficient data on the location, typology, and dynamics of key populations and high-risk groups, HIV prevalence among FSWs is estimated at 5.4% in Kinshasa, 7.4% in Lualaba, 8.2% in Lubumbashi and 4.6% in Katanga, with most of the HIV positive FSWs between the age 25-34 years (45.7%) (FHI 360, 2020; Kakisingi et al., 2020)

**Geographic variation**

**Regional and state variation**

Despite recent improvements in malaria, HIV and TB intervention coverage, the DRC continues to face barriers to accessing preventive and curative malaria interventions, as well as a climate that encourages high transmission rates. Funding constraints, infrastructure issues, and insecurity are all major barriers to achieving the intervention coverage required to protect vulnerable populations (WHO, 2018a).

**Malaria:** Community prevalence estimates range across the DRC from 0 to 76% (see Figure 5) and are associated with several factors (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020). In northeast DRC, malaria is the main cause of consultation in 37% of all pathologies and the cause of death in 30% of cases (Otuli Noël et al., 2020). The distribution of malaria prevalence in children aged 6 to 59 months in DRC is heterogeneous, with the highest prevalence in Binza Ozone (31.6%), Kimbanseke (24.9%) and Mont Ngafula II (24.%) compared to Kinshasa (0.5%) and Lingwala (0.5%) (Ferrari et al., 2016). The prevalence of congenital malaria was 13.98%; 69.23% of newborns who contracted congenital malaria were from 18-34 year old mothers and 7.69% from HIV-positive mothers (Otuli Noël et al., 2020). Although malaria is often considered a paediatric disease as the majority of deaths occur among children (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020; WHO, 2021c), prevalence in adults in a 2020 study was very high (30.3%) ranging provincially from 6.7% to 58.3%. Several factors, such as altitude, temperature and urbanization, are the most likely causes of the high and low prevalence of malaria. Malaria was shown to be rare in the north-eastern mountainous regions of Kivu, compared to the mining districts of the south (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020). Malaria prevalence was found to be higher in the north and south-eastern regions of the DRC, and lower along the eastern border and throughout the Congo River basin, according to a predicted surface map by Mitchell et al. (2022). The prevalence of malaria was 7.5% higher in children living at altitudes less than 1000m than in those living at 1000m or more and 38.7% in children living in rural areas (Janko et al., 2018).
Unlike the above noted heterogeneous distribution of prevalence, there is a prominent East-West regional divide of the parasite mutations associated with specific treatment drug resistance. With
mutations associated with sulfadoxin-pyrimethamine (SP) resistance concentrated in the East of the DRC and mutations associated with chloroquine resistance found more in the West (Verity et al., 2020).

**HIV:** The 2013-2014 DHS data found no statistically significant difference between provinces in HIV prevalence distribution (see Figure 7) (DHS, 2014). Although there is some geographic variation in the prevalence of HIV in FSWs with an estimated 5.4% in Kinshasa, 7.4% in Lualaba, 8.2% in Lubumbashi and 4.6% in Katanga (Kakisingi et al., 2020)

**Figure 6. HIV prevalence in adults age 15-49 years by province, 2013-2014.**

This figure has been removed due to copyright reasons. The full figure can be viewed at https://dhsprogram.com/publications/publication-HF55-HIV-Fact-Sheets.cfm

Source: (DHS, 2014)

**TB:** In the DRC, TB activities are integrated into all levels of the health system and are being implemented in 26 provinces and 519 health zones with the hopes of improving TB detection, which is a top priority in the fight to end TB. The current National Strategic Plan for TB 2021-2023, developed by the National Tuberculosis Program, directs the implementation of all TB activities (USAID, 2021a).

**Rural-urban areas**

**Malaria:** There is evidence of a rural-urban split in malaria prevalence, with higher rates of malaria detected in rural areas (Mwandagaliwra et al., 2017; Ngatu et al., 2019; Swana et al., 2018). Between rural and urban areas, the overall malaria prevalence ratio is consistently higher in rural areas (Janko et al., 2018). One study consistently found malaria prevalence to be nearly twice has high in rural (58.9%) compared to urban areas (30.6%) (Swana et al., 2018). Evidence from an ongoing longitudinal data study, affirmed this finding in adolescents, with those in rural areas showing almost double the malaria prevalence compared to those in urban areas (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2021) (see Figure 8).
Figure 7. Observed malaria prevalence by age shown by rural vs urban status

This figure has been removed due to copyright reasons. The full figure can be viewed at https://doi.org/10.1093/infd/jiaa650

Source: (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2021)

Joining the DRC cross-sectional 2013-2014 DHS data with remote-sensed environmental measures and land use data for mining and logging concessions indicated that the prevalence of malaria in rural and urban areas was 36.0% and 28.5% respectively (Mitchell et al., 2022). Mining concessions were prevalent throughout the DRC, with 48% of malaria clusters (234/489) located within 15 km of one or more concessions. In this same study, the prevalence odds ratio of malaria in logging exposed rural and urban areas were 0.97% and 0.63% respectively (Mitchell et al., 2022). Evidence does not support that this increased prevalence is due to the mining or logging itself but rather to the related human migration, private and government interests and rapid expansion which have resulted in mixing of parasite populations and different approaches to malaria prevention and vector control (Mitchell et al., 2022)

**HIV:** While historically the highest prevalence of HIV has been seen in large urban centers, such as Kinshasa and Lubumbashi, with rurality acting as a protective factor, a spatial shift has been observed in one study between 2007 and 2013 with a noted increase in HIV prevalence in rural locations (Carrel et al., 2016). However, this shift is somewhat echoed in the two most recent DHS data sets with HIV prevalence shifting from 1.9% to 1.6% in urban settings and 0.8% to 0.9% in rural settings over the same time frame (DHS, 2008, 2014).

**TB:** Previous data from sub-Saharan African countries has demonstrated an increased risk of recurrent TB in rural settings (Sikalengo et al., 2018). Very limited data regarding a rural urban split specific to the DRC was available. It has however been indicated that significantly higher proportions of patients with HIV-TB co-infect are men living in urban or semi-rural health zones (Shah et al., 2021). Further, a prison setting is recognised as a high risk factor for TB. A study in the Mbuji-Mayi Central Prison with 733 inmates in 2015 reported a TB prevalence of 17.7% (Kalonji et al., 2016).

**Conflict and disaster areas**

The DRC is faced with conflict and disaster such as the war in north Kivu, Ebola outbreaks and COVID-19. Insecurity within north Kivu continues to directly impact the humanitarian community which hampers the vital assistance of different health programs that would have provided support to the reduction and control of malaria, HIV and TB infections, exposing more of the DRC population to infection and high morbidity and mortality.

Many children in DRC are subjected to extreme violence, increased risk of abuse, sexual violence, and frequently live in precarious conditions with limited access to basic services necessary for their survival and development (UNICEF, 2020). Sexual and gender-based violence is common, particularly in conflict-affected provinces in DRC (Lugova et al., 2020; Lussy et al., 2021). In a recent study from the HEAL Africa Hospital in the Goma area, several patients
were received between 2013 and 2017 after sexual assault (1623 female and 93 male). Male patients were more likely present for care within the recommended 72 hours after assault compared to females, as well to test and receive post exposure prophylaxis for the prevention of HIV (Lussy et al., 2021). Survivors of sexual and gender-based violence, particularly those who are HIV-positive, face high levels of stigma and shame within their families and communities, which has a negative impact on service uptake and retention for those in need of ART (The Global Fund, 2018).

Due to the on-going conflict there are 5.5 million Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in DRC, the majority of which live in camps (UNICEF, 2020). IDPs and refugees in conflict zones are affected by human rights barriers to HIV and TB services (The Global Fund, 2018). Disease outbreaks are common in the DRC, putting an additional strain on the country's already frail public health and social systems. Since 2018, there have been two Ebola epidemics (including the second largest global outbreak with a reported 2,287 deaths), five Ebola outbreaks and COVID-19 (CDC, 2021b; UNICEF, 2020).

3. Disease control challenges

Sectoral challenges: health systems and capacity

Due to its large population, widespread poverty, and decades of conflict, the DRC lacks a unified and functional health system (PEPFAR, 2017, 2020). A fractured and unresponsive supply chain, inadequate laboratory and sample transport systems, slow and incomplete information management systems, and a lack of institutionalized quality assurance systems were all identified as systemic weaknesses in the PEPFAR Country Operational Plan (COP) 2021 analysis, all of which pose challenges to the program's goal of epidemic control (PEPFAR, 2021). Additionally, there is some evidence of country level policies hindering treatment. In a 2017 study, only about 84% of the 455,878 PLHIV in the DRC were eligible for antiretroviral treatment (ARV) based on the country's current criteria (Kokolomami & Kayembe, 2018).

Laboratory facilities: PEPFAR and the Global Fund are responsible for their respective geographic areas. While the PEPFAR-supported zones reached HIV viral load (VL) coverage of 84% by 2020, the national VL coverage remains alarmingly low, under 20%, despite available capacity to reach 79% coverage (PEPFAR, 2021). The program will continue to provide health care workers (HCW) sensitization training to systematically request VL tests for eligible patients to address challenges related to low demand for VL testing as evidenced by the low number of specimens collected from patients eligible for a VL test. The team will focus on patient adherence and demand for VL testing from their providers by educating, empowering, and supporting them. The program will continue to advocate for PLHIV and raise VL awareness.

The program will promote family friendly approaches such as joint appointments for the entire family and combining drug pick-up and VL specimen collection to address challenges related to low VL coverage in children (under 15 years). The program will train phlebotomists to make paediatric specimen collection easier and to ensure that proper paediatric collection materials are available. Point of care VL instruments will be strategically placed targeting high volume ANC clinics to address challenges related to low coverage in pregnant and breastfeeding women (PBFW), infants, and children (PEPFAR, 2021). Emphasis will be placed on the correct filling of the viral load request form to ensure PBFW status is well captured.
Pharmacy supply chain challenges: There is an increasing body of evidence demonstrating that the ACT drugs available in the DRC do not meet quality assurance standards i.e. WHO pre-qualified, approved by European Medicine Agency or in compliance with Global Fund Quality Assurance Policy/on Global Fund list of approved products for procurement. One study found that while there was a significant decrease in the availability of non-quality assured ACT drugs in the public sector (decrease from 25.5% to 11.3% between 2013 and 2015 in Katanga), there was simultaneous significant increase in their availability in the private sector reaching almost 83% in Katanga (ACTwatch Group et al., 2017). The majority of these drugs were imported from outside of the DRC with local manufacturing only accounting for approximately a quarter of them. With the private sector responsible for a majority of the anti-malarial distribution in the DRC this is of particular concern (ACTwatch Group, 2016).

A similar study obtained samples of antimalarial medicines in Kinshasa peri-urban areas and found that 19% of the medicines where non-compliant with the manufacturer reported active ingredient levels. Additionally, of 124 brand names surveyed, 46% were unlicensed and almost 15% had expired licences; further only 1% of the pharmaceutical establishments had authorisation to practice (Landu et al., 2020). Similarly, a cross-sectional study from 2007-2018 found that only 63% of children under 5, based on direct clinical observation, were provided with appropriate antimalarial medication; further, less than 50% received a confirmatory blood test and the appropriate medication (Cohen et al., 2020).

Data on the quality of HIV and TB drugs is less readily available in the DRC, however there is some support that points towards a lack of quality control in the supply chains when drugs are procured in the private marketplace. There have been documented cases in the DRC where antidepressants and muscle relaxers were sold under the names of the two most commonly prescribed ART drugs in pharmacies (Ahmad, 2004). A further analysis of first-line TB medicines across Africa, including the DRC, found that close to 17% of them failed basic quality testing checking active ingredient levels (Bate et al., 2013).

Quality of care/diagnosis: The number of people who are diagnosed with TB is extremely low in DRC, especially among children and PLHIV. Given that TB is the fourth leading cause of death in the DRC, especially among HIV-infected children (Mukuku et al., 2019), it is critical to conduct thorough TB screening, especially among children who are HIV-infected and PLHIV (CDC, 2021a). Moreover, despite the availability of national TB diagnostic algorithms, accurate diagnosis of patients with HIV/AIDS, TB, and TB/HIV coinfection is frequently delayed, resulting in high mortality rates (Linguissi et al., 2017). Although, the government of DRC has subsidized TB and antiretroviral treatments (ARV), the supply chain disruptions result in treatment failure and drug resistance. It is also important to note that there is no electronic monitoring database for HIV and TB (Linguissi et al., 2017).

There is evidence that the management of uncomplicated malaria in the DRC is characterised by limited adherence to treatment policy, namely inappropriate use of medication still hampers disease control; for example, unpublished data from Mesia et al. demonstrated that ACT was only used by 6% of healthcare providers three-years after implementation of it as the first-line treatment (Ntamabyaliro et al., 2018). A retrospective study of patient files from 2013 similarly found that the recommended ACT was only used in 54% of cases and just over half the patients had biological confirmation of malaria (Ntamabyaliro et al., 2018). As per the DRC National Malaria Control Program (NMCP), some factors, including the late and irregular attendance of
prenatal consultations (ANC) by pregnant women and the shortage of stock of Sulfadoxine-Pyrimethamine in healthcare settings, makes it difficult to control malaria among pregnant women in the DRC (Otuli Noël et al., 2020).

**Surveillance challenges**

Routine surveillance of disease prevalence, treatment, and adherence provides valuable information to health systems with regard to points of threat or inadequate performance. The DRC either does not have data available or data is not nationally representative for: 2017-2020 for retention on ART at 12 months (exception for 2017 when there was excellent performance noted), viral load testing coverage, viral load suppression, drug stock outs, and the proportion of people receiving second-line ART (WHO, 2021a).

Routine HIV program data reporting has improved significantly in recent years in PEPFAR-supported health zones, thanks to specific PEPFAR technical assistance investments, including the electronic, HIV-specific reporting system (PEPFAR, 2017). On the other hand, reporting on key indicators continues to be a major challenge across the country. Efforts to standardize, distribute, and train on new registers and data tools are ongoing, but gaps still exist. The country is also continuing to roll out District Health Information System 2 (DHIS2) as the national health management information system (HMIS), but implementation is still incomplete due to poor internet connectivity, slow deployment, and limited support at the health zone level (PEPFAR, 2017, 2021).

**COVID-19:** In low- and middle-income countries, including DRC, the COVID-19 pandemic have had significant negative impact on the provision of health services for major infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS and TB and threatens to undo the Global Fund partnership's progress in the fight against HIV, TB and malaria, as well as in building resilient and sustainable health systems (Hogan et al., 2020; The Global Fund, 2021). It has prompted an upsurge of fear, stigma and virus shaming that is all too familiar to people living with HIV. The COVID-19 pandemic and the measures that were taken to contain it, have caused a sharp economic downturn, which had negative consequences on the national economies and people’s livelihoods. COVID-19 appeared to have exacerbated existing health inequities, with the most vulnerable, marginalized, and stigmatized being left behind. The pandemic has brought the vulnerabilities that have long been considered as the structural drivers of HIV and TB transmission to the forefront undoing decades of progress in the fight against these diseases (Global HIV Prevention Coalition, 2020; UNICEF, 2020).

The demands on healthcare workers, as well as other containment and mitigation measures like lockdowns and physical distancing mandates, have made it extremely difficult to maintain the face-to-face health encounters that have long been the backbone of HIV prevention, testing, and treatment services, according to Global HIV Prevention Coalition (2020). The COVID-19 pandemic has also resulted in girls being at increased risk of sexual violence, pregnancy and early marriage: a trend that was widely observed in areas affected by Ebola during the 2014-2016 epidemic in West Africa. Risks are exacerbated for women and girls living in the poorest households in remote rural areas in the DRC which has resulted in increased HIV and TB mortality in women and girls (CASS, 2020).
**Informational challenges**

Misinformation, myths and misconceptions are challenges throughout disease management, but particularly in the case of HIV and TB. In a systematic study conducted in DRC, women, in particular, had little understanding of the mechanism by which feeding practices influenced HIV vertical transmission and 21% of participants were unaware of the availability and location of HIV testing services (Whembolua et al., 2019). A 2017 study, reveals that young women aged 15-19 years had low knowledge of HIV and TB mode of transmission, prevention and treatment which is one of the high risk groups as compared to women aged 20-24 years (Gebremedhin et al., 2017).

**COVID-19:** According to an American-based media development organization, the DRC is one of the Central African countries most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic (dos Santos, 2021). The DRC population heavily relies on unofficial sources of information, such as personal communication with family and friends. The scarcity of reliable, open information avenues catalyses the spread of rumours and misinformation (dos Santos, 2021). Misinformation regarding COVID-19 pandemic has significantly affected the DRC population and more specifically people living with HIV and TB. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) identified people living with HIV as a population with a higher risk of severe physical illness from the COVID-19 disease than the general population (CDC, 2020).

**Stigma:** The stigma due to HIV, TB and COVID-19 still persists. Stigma is associated with the feelings of shame, guilt, and fear, and is often the result of a lack of knowledge or understanding of the disease. (The Global Fund, 2018). Stigmas built off myths and misconceptions hinder HIV and TB testing/diagnosis, ARV initiation and effective retention (Carlos et al., 2015; The Global Fund, 2021). Stigma and HIV have a cyclical relationship wherein people who experience stigma and discrimination are marginalized making them in turn more vulnerable to HIV and other diseases.

In a study conducted by CASS (2020) in DRC, staff reported observing older women criticising young women and adolescent girls for needing to use family planning and reproductive health services and for not abstaining from premarital sex. Hence, causing young women and adolescent girls to be afraid to visit health facilities to receive health care services. Members of key populations face a heavy burden of stigma and discrimination within their families and communities as a result of negative socio-cultural attitudes and beliefs about homosexuality, drug use, and sex work, affecting their motivation to use health services for fear of further negative abuse hence, making it very challenging for this group of people to receive ART as well as TB treatment exposing them to opportunistic infections and increasing mortality rate (The Global Fund, 2018).

**Emerging threats to disease management**

In a study conducted among households in DRC, 67.8% of households were found using insecticide-treated bed nets (ITN), while 14.0% used indoor residual spraying (IRS), 7.3% used ordinary bed nets (without insecticide treatment), 1.4% used mosquito repelling cream, and 2.2% combined ITN and IRS, whereas 7.3% of households did not employ any preventive measure (Ngatu et al., 2019).
However, there is increasing evidence of malaria vector mosquitoes exhibiting resistance to pyrethroid-based insecticides, the primary insecticides utilized in bed nets and spraying. This presents a threat to current malaria control strategies and may explain why, with relatively high bed net use, the DRC still carries a large malaria burden (U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative Democratic Republic of the Congo Malaria Operational Plan FY 2022, 2022; Wat’senga et al., 2018). Throughout 2019, a series of entomological monitoring took place across 16 provinces in the DRC; pyrethroid resistance was widespread in the five provinces tested, with mosquitoes showing low susceptibility even at five times the diagnostic dose (U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative Democratic Republic of the Congo Malaria Operational Plan FY 2022, 2022). Further studies have demonstrated similar results, with five of seven test sites showing resistance to permethrin and DDT in 2016 (Wat’senga et al., 2018).

Additionally, there are a series of mutations increasingly documented in the malaria parasite which are of concern to how the disease is controlled and treated moving forward. With regard to testing there has been evidence of deletion of a gene (pfhrp2/3) in the parasite which renders it undetectable by the RDTs leading to false negatives; investigations have reported evidence of this deletion in the DRC (Parr et al., 2017; WHO, 2021c).

Figure 8. Distribution of infection due to pfhrp2/3 deletion parasites across the DRC.

This figure has been removed due to copyright reasons. The full figure can be viewed at.
https://doi.org/10.1093/infdis/jiw538

Source: (Parr et al., 2017)

In addition, the spread of resistance to anti-malarial drugs poses a substantial challenge for malaria control moving forward, in particular the mutations noted above which results in resistance to treatment with sulfadoxin-pyrimethamine (SP) and chloroquine (Yobi et al., 2022). It is anticipated that SP resistance will continue to spread with the ongoing use of SP, resulting in poorer outcomes for SP based prevention and treatment (Nkoli Mandoko et al., 2018; van Eijk et al., 2019). Resistance to SP is of particular concern as it threatens the usefulness for intermittent preventive treatment in pregnancy (IPTp-SP) (Kayiba et al., 2021).

Instances of suboptimal viral suppression in HIV treatment has also fostered the emergence of drug resistant HIV mutations (Rubio-Garrido et al., 2021; Villabona-Arenas et al., 2016). The global rate of drug-resistant HIV prevalence has been steadily increasing; the most recent survey findings in 10 sub-Saharan African countries found that nearly half of newly diagnosed infants carried drug-resistant HIV (WHO, 2021a). A 2011 study with adults in the DRC on ART for a median time of 25 months found almost 84% of individuals were resistant to at least one of the drugs in their ART regime (Muwonga et al., 2011). In a 2018 study of children/adolescents receiving ART in Kinshasa found 67% were carrying viruses with major drug resistant mutations to between 1-3 of the ARV families (Rubio-Garrido et al., 2021). Additionally, there is already evidence of transmitted resistance at a population level in Kinshasa (Kamangu et al., 2013).
TB control faces similar threats as malaria and HIV with regard to drug-resistance which is further compounded by the challenge in detecting drug-resistant TB strains (Kaswa et al., 2014; USAID, 2018). There is limited national level data on drug-resistant TB in the DRC, and some studies provide conflicting results. A 2016-2017 nationwide study covering 108 microscopy centres across 11 provinces found a prevalence of 7.2% resistance to any isoniazid drug among new cases and 23% among previously treated patients (Kayomo et al., 2020). Another study has found a steady increase in detection of TB drug resistance between 2013 and 2017, reaching a national prevalence of 2% for new diagnoses and 15.8% for retreatment cases (Murhula et al., 2019).

All of the above drug resistance threats tieback to surveillance and monitoring challenges. Routine resistance monitoring across HIV, TB, and malaria is vital to initiate rescue therapy or change control drugs to improve individual outcomes and prevent resistance spread in the DRC.

4. Interventions

Enabling environment

While epidemic control of HIV in Kinshasa is not as likely by 2022 as in Haut-Katanga or Lualaba, PEPFAR programmatic data indicates substantial potential for progress in identifying and linking individuals to treatment in Kinshasa and continued investment is essential. Performance data demonstrates that high yields, upwards of 25 percent, with index testing are possible and the increased use of risk assessment tools in other entry points is providing valuable testing efficiencies (FHI 360, 2020; PEPFAR, 2017). The strong upward trend in PLHIV in Kinshasa over 2020 is expected to continue well into 2021 and beyond. Along with intensified linkage and continuity of treatment strategies, streamlining investments to find more PLHIV in this high burden province will be essential for epidemic control in DRC (PEPFAR, 2020).

Cordaid collaborates with the Global Fund to run a nationwide program to combat HIV, TB, and malaria in the DRC (Cordaid, 2020). The DRC lacks a cohesive and functional health system due to its large population, widespread poverty, and decades of conflict. HIV and TB service delivery has become very challenging during the COVID-19 pandemic because of social distancing; reduced demand for services because community members are fearful of COVID-19 transmission in facilities; and reduced availability of services when providers are assisting with the pandemic response (FHI 360, 2020). PEPFAR’s priority is maintaining essential HIV and TB prevention, testing, and treatment services; VL testing; and treatment of opportunistic infections to safeguard and prolong lives; and in PEPFAR-supported health zones, reporting of routine HIV program data has improved significantly in recent years, aided by specific PEPFAR investments in strategic information (SI) technical assistance, including the scale-up of the electronic, HIV-specific, patient-level reporting system (PEPFAR, 2021).

**Training:** The Global Fund selected DRC, with 19 other countries, for intensive support to scale up programmes to reduce barriers to HIV and TB services (The Global Fund, 2018). The DRC Country Operational Plan 2020 (COP20) included a new activity: community-led monitoring, which trains, supports, equips, and pays members of directly affected communities to monitor the quality and accessibility of HIV treatment and prevention services on a regular basis (PEPFAR, 2017, 2021).
The WHO & ENGAGE TB (2021) have been involved in the training of community mobilizers focused on community-based approaches to the management of TB and TB/HIV co-infected individuals, household contact tracing and home visits, safe sputum collection and transportation, community mobilization and awareness of TB, including action against stigma and discrimination, and advocacy targeting health-care providers and community leaders. Between January 2018 and March 2019, a study conducted in Kasai-Central DRC showed that 2421 people with TB infection were identified, contributing approximately 88% (2421/2740) to the total TB notifications in the targeted areas in Kasai-Central. The activities implemented at community level were shown to be particularly effective, as they more than doubled the number of people with TB diagnosed and treated (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021).

Universal coverage: Bed-nets is one important component of the malaria intervention program in the DRC. In 2007, the Ministry of Health launched a nationwide campaign to distribute ITNs and long-lasting insecticide nets (LLINs), while in 2008, the World Bank funded a program to distribute ITNs specifically to Kinshasa. Between 2007 and 2013, reported ITN and LLIN ownership increased from 28% to 72% and 9% to 70%, respectively, indicating the efficacy of the program (Deutsch-Feldman et al., 2020).

Integrated care

Despite recent advances in HIV and TB prevention and treatment access, many HIV-positive and TB people in the DRC lack access to the testing, care, treatment, and support they require to live long and healthy lives. The health-care system in DRC is currently unable to reach all those who require assistance (Elizabeth Glase Pediatric AIDS Foundation, 2018). The Management Science for Health (MSH) through the USAID-funded Integrated Health Project Plus (IHPplus), have increased the availability of health services via integrated community case management which have been able to improve health services in more than 31 million people, most notably in malaria, HIV/AIDS and TB (Management Sciences for Health, 2018). The Integrated HIV/AIDS Project (IHAP) in Kinshasa aims to meet UNAIDS' 95-95-95 targets by 2030 by focusing on HIV prevention, care, and treatment for priority populations such as TB and malnourished patients, adolescent girls and young women, HIV-positive children, pregnant women and their families, and men (Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation, 2022).

While distribution of bed nets is an evidence based approach to malaria control with proven effectiveness and ease of use in stable contexts and although nation wide ownership of at least one ITN increased from 9% to 70% from 2007 to 2013-2014 in the DRC there are still additional challenges in the unstable regions of the DRC which require an approach with more focus on the integration of malaria and HIV services into other care, such as antenatal care (ANC) (Karemere et al., 2021; Lengeler, 2004). One study in Kinshasa noted that distribution of bed nets during ANC visits contributed to averting over 500 low-birth weight babies and 400 infant deaths (Becker-Dreps et al., 2009). There is evidence from a trial in an IDP camp in Eastern DRC that integrating bed net distribution into ANC visits works to target the under five child population and resulted in higher retention of bed nets (rather than selling on) and higher utilisation when compared to bed-net only distribution efforts (Brooks et al., 2017). Women with access to ANC were also more likely to receive the recommended course of preventative SP malaria treatment; access to which is linked to higher birthweights and less placental malaria (Apanga et al., 2022).
Surveillance

Malaria prevention and control are still top priorities for the US in terms of national security and foreign aid. Malaria reduction allows governments, civil society, faith-based organizations, and the private sector in USAID partner countries to unlock economic growth and realize greater human potential, paving the way for self-sufficiency and productive partnerships with the US. The USAID collaborates closely with DRC governments to improve their ability to prevent and treat the malaria disease both in children under five years and the general population (USAID, 2021c).

An invaluable aspect of malaria control is real-time surveillance of cases including entomological surveillance to adjust control strategies of this. A recent example of the benefit this approach can be seen in Lualaba Province. Tenke Fungurume Mining made a commitment to work with local health authorities in Lualaba Province to reduce malaria morbidity and mortality. They implemented a malaria and vector control programme (MVCP) based on highly-organised and trained staff providing routine IRS of community homes, distribution of long-lasting insecticide treated nets (LLINs), routine entomological monitoring and larval source management using environmental and larvicidal approaches (Swana et al., 2018). From 2007 to 2014 the malaria prevalence was tracked via school-based prevalence surveys every six months across 43 primary schools; six months after the start of the MVCP intervention in 2009 malaria prevalence dropped from 77% to 34% (Swana et al., 2018). Although there were times when the prevalence trended upwards again, it never climbed over 50%.

Simultaneous entomological surveillance in the above intervention, with a focus on insecticide susceptibility, showed that a rise in malaria prevalence coincided with a significant increase in pyrethroid class chemical resistance. Switching vector control to the carbamate class formulation during the next round of IRS resulted in malaria prevalence dropping again (Swana et al., 2018). The above intervention is a prime example of the importance of real-time entomological monitoring and the role it plays in disease control.

The Global Fund committed to addressing human rights and gender in the context of the national HIV response in a stronger and more explicit manner in DRC, which included more specific strategies for improving the legal and socio-cultural context for HIV-related interventions for vulnerable populations (The Global Fund, 2018). Despite the fact that significant progress has been made in increasing the number of PLHIV on ART across PEPFAR-supported provinces, and statistical saturation has been achieved in a number of individual health zones in Haut-Katanga, programmatic data showing consistently high HIV testing yields suggest that true saturation has not been achieved in these areas (PEPFAR, 2020).

The National Tuberculosis Program (NTP), with support from the Global Fund and Cordaid, is actively detecting and screening TB cases in both urban and rural communities in the DRC. Detecting and screening TB have also been established in prisons and other high-risk locations with the goal of finding and treating patients while leaving no one behind (Cordaid, 2019; WHO, 2018b).

Contact tracing and index case testing of HIV and TB have proven to be particularly effective in improving HIV and TB testing and prevention in affected households and in identifying people with HIV as well as TB, especially in children and people living with HIV (WHO, 2019b; WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). This approach has shown to be very successful in identifying partners and contacts with HIV and TB who are undiagnosed. For instance, in 2018, 99 contacts from 143
index clients were tested for HIV and 47 (48%) were diagnosed HIV-positive (WHO, 2019a). PEPFAR also enforce index testing services of biological children under the age of 19 years born from HIV-positive mothers by carefully reviewing family trees to identify all missing children who may be exposed to HIV-infection. Additionally, health staff and lay workers will be scheduled in each high-volume facility to ensure that HIV positive women's family trees are complete. They will devise a plan and adequately document index testing for all eligible children in collaboration with the HIV-positive woman (PEPFAR, 2020).

However, in provinces like Lomami, detection rates are still low. Epidemiological data from the Lomami province revealed a notification rate of only 86 per 100,000 people, resulting in TB detection rates of 52.7% and MDR-TB detection rates of 24.4%. These low figures were expected to result in a 53.6% shortfall against USAID's Integrated Health Program's targets (IHP) (USAID, 2021b). To combat this, USAID concentrated its efforts in the Lomami province’s Wikong health zone which had only a 23% detection rate due to a lack of public awareness of services, difficulties identifying the virus under microscopes in laboratories, and failure to follow National Tuberculosis Control Program (NTCP) directives on diagnosing and treating TB (USAID, 2021b). A USAID-funded TB mini-campaign was organized in Lomami province in February 2020 to increase case detection. It was found that this intervention was effective in improving TB detection rates, with the detection rate increasing from 23% to 62% in Lomami.

**Key populations:** The Global Fund's current activities in 2018 included conducting qualitative assessments of HIV-related stigma and discrimination among key populations, as well as among adolescents and young people; convening community dialogues with key populations and local authorities as part of the implementation of Global Fund and PEPFAR-supported interventions, in order to introduce programs and gain the support of key local authorities, including the police; and conducting public campaigns (The Global Fund, 2018).

**Education and communication**

Education and communication programmes are an effective way of creating awareness and improving health protective and care seeking behaviours. The education and communication programmes include teaching in a classroom, social medial, including WhatsApp, radio and television, and advertisements such as posters and fliers. Effective communication in communities should involve community mobilizers that have direct personal contact with people living in a community, as this helps to sensitize the population while passing out accurate information regarding the disease under investigation (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021). A study conducted by Walker et al. (2019) showed that when developing and implementing HIV education and testing programs, cultural and religious considerations should be considered as well as gender roles in the implementation of effective community trust-building and HIV education programs.

In one study, two semi-rural towns in the DRC were engaged in 1) a community participation WASH action programme aimed at elimination of mosquito breeding sites and an anti-malaria education campaign or 2) just the anti-malaria education campaign. This trial resulted in a significant reduction in the prevalence of positive RDTs for malaria in the WASH intervention site with no changes at sites which only received educational information on malaria prevention (Ngatu et al., 2021). Improved communication and increased counselling from peers via a Mentor
Mother programme was also able to significantly increase the retention of HIV positive women attending ANC services and initiating ART (Gill et al., 2018).

The WHO and ENGAGE TB project aimed at integrating TB screening into community-based HIV activities has also proven to be effective due in part to its ability to tackle misinformation. False beliefs about TB, such as the alleged link between TB and witchcraft, were replaced with accurate TB information, allowing people infected with or affected by TB to improve their health-care-seeking behaviour; particularly with regard to increased identification of TB (WHO & ENGAGE TB, 2021).

Conclusion

Factors operating at different levels affect the effective management of Malaria, HIV/AIDS and TB in the DRC. The table below summarizes these factors using the WHO health system building blocks: (i) service delivery, (ii) health workforce, (iii) health information systems, (iv) access to essential medicines, (v) financing, and (vi) leadership/governance.

Challenges in the management of Malaria, HIV/AIDS and TB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHO six health system building blocks</th>
<th>Malaria</th>
<th>HIV/AIDS</th>
<th>TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service delivery</td>
<td>USAID’s health program aims at providing primary health care services, strengthen the DRC’s fragile health system and promote the health of vulnerable groups such as women, girls, new-borns, and children under 5 years while reducing the prevalence of diseases such as malaria, TB, and HIV/AIDS (USAID, 2022). However, this program is focus in 7 provinces out of the 26 provinces, implying a lot of work still need to be done</td>
<td>“The observatory” is a community-based services launched in 2013, which aimed to look at quality services to HIV/AIDS monitoring and control. Although this program has been effective in 3 provinces in DRC, there are still 23 more provinces in DRC that the program needs to be implemented (UNAIDS, 2021c; USAID, 2022)</td>
<td>“The observatory” is a community-based services launched in 2013, which aimed to look at quality services to HIV/AIDS monitoring and control. Although this program has been effective in three provinces in DRC, there are still 23 more provinces in DRC that the program needs to be implemented (UNAIDS, 2021c; USAID, 2022).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health workforce</strong></td>
<td>Although data quality assurance practices have improved in DRC, resources to implement them remain limited, and follow-ups remain a constant challenge due to limited personnel (USAID &amp; MEASURE Evaluation, 2019).</td>
<td>ICAP has partner with the MOH to increase access to comprehensive, quality HIV prevention, care, and treatment services in health zones and facilities throughout Kinshasa and Haut-Katanga provinces. However, the program focus in 2 provinces out of 26 provinces (ICAP, 2022).</td>
<td>The health workforce requires the simultaneous involvement of several ministries and departments (health, higher education, public service, budget, finance, and decentralization) which is a challenge in itself in DRC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health information system</strong></td>
<td>Despite the fact that the district health information system 2 (DHIS 2) has significantly advanced across the DRC’s health system, access is still not nationwide. In facilities that have access to DHIS 2, a lack of consistent electricity or Internet connectivity is a barrier to accurate and complete data reporting (USAID &amp; MEASURE Evaluation, 2019).</td>
<td>Despite the fact that the district health information system 2 (DHIS 2) has significantly advanced across the DRC’s health system, access is still not nationwide. In facilities that have access to DHIS 2, a lack of consistent electricity or Internet connectivity is a barrier to accurate and complete data reporting (USAID &amp; MEASURE Evaluation, 2019).</td>
<td>Despite the fact that the district health information system 2 (DHIS 2) has significantly advanced across the DRC’s health system, access is still not nationwide. In facilities that have access to DHIS 2, a lack of consistent electricity or Internet connectivity is a barrier to accurate and complete data reporting (USAID &amp; MEASURE Evaluation, 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to essential medicines</strong></td>
<td>Access to essential medicines is improved at all levels of the health system and the USAID’s health program also</td>
<td>The challenge is to control the distribution of free antiretroviral medicines, since the distribution of some</td>
<td>The frequent stockouts at health centers and shortage of reagents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing</td>
<td>The health program of the USAID in the DRC advocates for increased government funding for health, as well as leveraging funds from other donors and developing innovative financing models to improve service delivery and utilization (USAID, 2022).</td>
<td>Most financial partners in DRC desire a certain performance level from the national system before funding the supply of medicines and at the same time the national system cannot improve its performance if it does not have access to these funds (McWilliams, 2020).</td>
<td>The health financing reform remains fragile as most financial partners in DRC desire a certain performance level from the national system before funding the supply of medicines and at the same time the national system cannot improve its performance if it does not have access to these funds (McWilliams, 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership/governance</td>
<td>The USAID support the Ministry of Health (MOH) reforms to streamline and decentralize the</td>
<td>The provision of technical and financial assistance for the development, implementation,</td>
<td>Communities are trained by the USAID’s health program to identify and solve health-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
public sector (USAID, 2022). monitoring and evaluations of annual operational plans at the provincial and local levels was implemented by the USAID health program (USAID, 2022). related challenges using locally available resources (USAID, 2022).
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